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In October 2017, Native Instruments and Digi Music
announced a long-term strategic partnership that has

given birth to the Komplete audio production suite.
Over the course of the partnership, we have taken
advantage of Digi’s vast experience in the music

production field to continue to expand the Komplete
audio production suite and evolve it into the industry-
leading platform it is today. As part of this strategic
partnership, Native Instruments will also continue to

develop their own hardware products, software
products and various audio software subscription
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services. So it's no wonder the most recent edition of
Native Instruments Komplete is a whopper. You

thought the Komplete 11 had a lot going on? Just try
playing it with a 28-piece orchestra backing you up.

Regulators are the MIDI controllers for the Native
Instruments KOMPLETE 12 ULTIMATE. Every Regulator
has a unique touch and a screen. Organizers make it

easy to find and create new instruments, and the
Notes Editor lets you control your instruments with a

variety of Performance settings. Using keyboard
shortcuts, Regulators are connected to the KOMPLETE
keyboards to provide on-the-fly touch performance.
KOMPLETE 12 ULTIMATE is a standalone DAW. The
Regulators are used to navigate and control your

instruments. According to Native Instruments,
KONTAKT 5 is a flagship product. It is a tremendous
piece of work and very well-structured with lots of

highlights. But its really not innovative. To be precise,
the most successful evolution of a previous product is

probably KONTAKT 4. With KONTAKT 4 you got a
VST/AU/RTAS format where you could import samples
from your instrument, drag and drop them, drag them,
re-order them and generally do pretty much what you

like. With KONTAKT 5 this went one step further. In
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addition to the files, you could also drag tracks to the
right side of the song. So the song was always

structured in rows and columns from which you could
select all instruments by arrow keys and all effects by
M keys and pretty much any other effect by spacebar
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VCF - stands for visual cynamical filter. It is an
interesting fact about native instruments SDK that this

plug-in doesn't require any additional hardware. It
simply works for all VST / AU host and sample / down-
sample rates. Of course, it is plug-in and for anyone
more. As it is offered by Native Instruments in high-

end format, the support is also very nice: they
immediately responded to my questions and helped

me on my endeavor. And the bundle includes a
documentation and a roughly around 9 hours of

tutorial. Drag the.HXP files into any DXP folder and
after that, simply place the Axiom VST plug-in into

your VST host. Native instruments plugins are licensed
to use this version of the plug-in. On the topic of

instruments from famous places, did you know that
Native Instruments has a Chinese Zheng He

instrument library? Zheng He was a Chinese admiral
who, among other achievements, conquered and

colonized Southeast Asia from the early 15th to the
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early 16th century, and is considered one of the most
influential and successful emperors in Chinese history.
Going by the name of Zheng He, the samples provide
a little bit of drama and soul to your music and are full

of interesting articulations. This library also packs a
range of Chinese instruments including a string zheng,
larger fretless zheng and a high pitched spiky zheng.
You can purchase these instruments separate or can

even build your own. 5ec8ef588b
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